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In the last century, technology has registered an impressive evolution in fields such as 

the military, the medical, the industrial, as well as regarding mechanisms and devices with 

which we interact on a daily basis, making the performance of daily tasks increasingly easier. 

An area in which the development of technology has been fully felt is that of sport, in which 

the improvement of performance in all aspects is aimed. 

State-of-the-art inventions and devices positively influence not only the training of 

athletes themselves, but also speeding up recovery in case of injuries, equipment that favors 

performance and more objective tie-breaking in competitions. We would be happy to say that 

objectivity is total in awarding the winner, but we find enough sports branches where the human 

component, the referee, is responsible for this. 

With the deepening of anatomical, biochemical, physiological, methodical knowledge 

that, through a multidisciplinary application, increases sports performances, highly developed 

countries also invest in technologies that ensure their recognition on a global level in high-

profile competitions. 

The topic of the proposed study aims martial arts, especially those that include striking 

techniques. Such disciplines are kickboxing, karate, kempo, wushu, taekwondo, thai-boxing, 

mixed martial arts, sambo. Worldwide, they enjoy increased popularity, especially in Asian 

countries, where most of them come from. 

Martial arts are well represented in Romania, both as national federations and distinct 

styles, but also as number of sports clubs, practitioners of different ages and training levels. At 

the same time, Romania, in the history of international participation, has obtained good or even 

very good results through its representatives at large-scale international competitions, such as: 

medals at the women's judo Olympic Games, numerous medals at the World and European 

Championships in karate, kempo, judo, taekwondo , kickboxing etc. 

The planned scientific research targets disciplines with hitting techniques and aims to 

help them apply new monitoring tools whose main objective is to evaluate the technical training 

of athletes as close as possible to competitive requirements. 

William Edwards Deming (14.10.1900- 20.12.1993), American engineer, statistician, 

teacher, author and management consultant said that "without data, you're just another person 

with an opinion". So, we consider it necessary that an observation that can turn into an 

evaluation like he hits faster, she hits more accurately, he uses his non-dominant side more 

effectively, should actually be a measurement based on concrete data. 

For this reason, we chose that the assessment of technical training that we set out to 

achieve was built only on precise information, of great relevance in sports training, and the 
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MVN Xsens measuring equipment, based on inertial navigation technology, was the solution 

for our approach. The National Sports Research Institute is in possession of equipment of this 

kind, which it has made available to several researchers from various sports branches. Mister 

Director Radu Bidiugan was the one who also supported our scientific approach, giving us 

access to the MVN Awinda version. 

Previous national studies using MVN equipment are very few in number and are 

directed at isolated, arm techniques or target narrow aspects of movement. For as much practical 

finality as possible, we referred to the competitive reality. We started from the beginning with 

the desire to follow and characterize from a biomechanical point of view techniques specific to 

martial arts performed both with the help of the upper limbs, but also with the help of the lower 

limbs. What's more, we've analyzed chaining of these techniques, with the real competitive 

battle taking place this way. From the study of specialized works comparable to our approach, 

we can affirm that we have not found such an analysis even on an international level. 

After a thorough briefing, familiarization with the MVN Xsens device, its processing 

and analysis software, its capabilities, and the inherent limitations of any measurement tool, we 

set out for initial testing. Taking into account the technical-methodical indications from the 

specialized literature, we chose the main kinematic parameters relevant in practice. We obtained 

very precise data on the basis of which we developed an original methodology for the analysis 

of foot techniques and techniques executed in combination. 

We then applied this methodology to top tier athletes from different martial arts styles 

for the best possible representativeness. In order to include as many athletes as possible in the 

future, we have created a platform to facilitate the calculation of parameters and to design a 

database, marking yet another element of originality in our research. 

Once the kinematic values of each subject were calculated, taking into account the 

differences in execution influenced by the regulation of each style, we built an evaluation scale 

adapted to these particularities. In this scale we took into account the speeds of the attack 

segments, the joint angles, the correct geometry of the movement and the differences in 

laterality. The score of each subject can also be presented as a total, but most importantly and 

eloquently, in the form of a radar diagram, in which the strengths or weaknesses can be 

highlighted by comparison with the maximum value or the values recorded by another subject. 

We consider it extremely useful that in the future athletes from as many categories as 

possible are evaluated, and once we have demonstrated that it is possible to analyze both arm 

and leg techniques and their chains, we can include other relevant techniques. 
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Through access to such data, we believe that training can be directed much more 

efficiently. 

The choice of the theme of the doctoral thesis in martial arts was based on numerous 

considerations, both from the past, present, but especially for the future. 

First of all, I have been closely related to martial arts as sports disciplines since the age 

of 3 and a half, when I started practicing judo at the A.S. club. Voinicelul Bucharest, the teacher 

being Dan Deliu, my father. Later, at the age of 10, I also started practicing kickboxing, at the 

CS UNEFS Bucharest club, where I am currently a volunteer trainer in the martial arts - 

kickboxing section. 

Over time, I have achieved numerous results on a national level, as well as on an 

international level, in several age and weight categories. Along the way, I ended up leading 

various parts of the training, then full trainings. I am currently a graduate of the Faculty of 

Physical Education and Sport, majoring in judo, a graduate of the master's program in Sports 

Performance, majoring in martial arts, I have a 2nd Dan black belt in judo, a member of the 

Executive Office of the Romanian Federation of Contact Martial Arts and I continue working 

at the same clubs as an athlete, but especially as a coach. So, I have repeatedly been evaluated 

or in the position of evaluating technical elements and procedures, their effective chaining or 

the yield of their application in matches. The questions arise "is the evaluation subjective or 

objective?" To what extent? Couldn't there be a program, a method that tips the balance in favor 

of objectivity? If so, what elements would be necessary?" 

Currently, these technical executions are most often evaluated solely on the basis of 

the observations of coaches or other persons involved in the training of athletes. Such 

observations, regardless of the experience and level of knowledge of the observer, regardless 

of the desire to be correct in providing methodical indications or comparisons between 

practitioners, they are influenced by subjectivity. Furthermore, capturing all the details of an 

execution that happens in such a short time with human body analyzers alone is probably 

impossible. 

Knowing the evolution of technology in the last century and its increasingly important 

role in everyday life, I thought I could bring a new approach and a new vision to the technical 

training of martial arts athletes through its applications in the field. 

I believe that the superior results in the international competitions of the highly 

developed states are also due to the technological advantage involved in the training of the 

athletes or even to the difference of vision of the coaches on modern means and their role in 

sports training. 
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Romanian Kickboxing is run by the Romanian Contact Martial Arts Federation, All 

Styles Department, which is affiliated with the World Association of Kickboxing Organizations 

(WAKO). Kickboxing recently received full Olympic recognition at the 138th session of the 

IOC. Very unlikely in Paris, but Romania could participate in the Olympic Games planned to 

take place in Los Angeles with the national kickboxing team. 

Most national federations organize and coordinate teams for all age categories where 

international performance is targeted. Top private clubs are paying more and more attention to 

making training more efficient in achieving performance. However, few of them use advanced 

training techniques based on modern sports-specific technology. 

In performance training, athletes perform specific techniques dozens, hundreds or even 

thousands of times. Wouldn't it be preferable if, instead of repeating the same mistake that can 

escape the naked eye thousands of times, an objective monitoring and analysis would be 

possible, one that would provide a new perspective on training revealing new useful information 

with the aim of get the performance? 

At such a level, any small detail can make the difference between a gold medal and a 

silver medal. We believe that through this approach we can truly speak of perfecting the 

techniques. 

As all our scientific approach started from the desire to implement, at the national 

level, variants of the application of modern technology as a means of optimizing the training of 

athletes, we culminated by presenting our evaluation methodology to the people involved in 

this process. Thus, we addressed federation presidents, department presidents, federal coaches, 

teachers, club coaches, sports club presidents and martial arts instructors, but not only. We 

received dozens of affirmative responses (maximum percentage) related to their interest, 

collected in the form of a questionnaire. For this reason, we are convinced that our approach 

has practical utility and can successfully contribute to the growth of Romanian martial arts 

performances. 

After studying the specialized literature, we could conclude that the MVN Xsens 

equipment allows obtaining precise results, having the advantage of not being conditioned by 

too many factors (such as brightness or a very limited frame in which data acquisitions can be 

made), its main limitation being the range of wireless receivers. Another limitation could be 

magnetic disturbances, but this is somewhat easily overcome, either by moving away from 

ferromagnetic objects or making acquisitions without magnetometers. 

By actually working with the equipment we realized that preparing a data acquisition 

session is quite easy, especially when using a version of the equipment where all the sensors 
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are wirelessly connected to each other and to the laptop on which the acquired data is stored. 

Calibration is simple and takes no more than 2 minutes. 

Once a data acquisition session is started, the software that ensures the operation of 

the equipment creates an avatar that can be viewed both during execution (it can be projected 

on a screen other than the laptop screen) and after the end of the acquisition session. Under 

these conditions, the avatar can be analyzed from any angle and at any speed, going as far as 

studying the movement frame by frame. This can be extremely useful in certain situations, being 

able to, for example, detect the loss of contact with the ground at a given moment, or see the 

projection of the center of gravity in (or out of) the support polygon, and many other fine details 

that are not accessible when viewing a moving subject. Of course, the avatar recording is also 

accompanied by a time scale on which moments of interest can be easily marked. 

Synchronized data acquisition using multiple equipment, such as electromyograph or 

pressure sensors attached to gloves or pressure plates/platforms, would be appropriate. 

In our study we sought and managed to overcome the current state of knowledge, at 

least from us in the country, extending the study of techniques from striking combat sports to 

chains of direct, circular and leg kicks, thereby trying to we are getting closer to the competitive 

reality. We also managed to capture aspects not yet highlighted in the specialized literature. 

We have developed a methodology for analyzing kicking techniques in martial arts by 

adding new aspects of kicking in addition to knee extension, maximum height or leg speed by 

also looking at the pivot angle of the supporting leg or the duration of a straight or circular kick. 

Agreeing to the idea of the increased value due to a multidisciplinary study, we called 

on the help of a computer scientist and managed to develop a software that would quickly 

calculate the kinematic parameters we wanted and an efficient support platform in processing, 

storing and exporting our data. This platform supports the addition of new strokes or new 

moves, only requiring the implementation of new algorithms to detect the start and end of the 

move. Thus, we can say that this platform can be used in the study of many more sports 

disciplines. 

The kinematic analysis performed was fine enough to highlight the laterality 

differences of the subjects at a much deeper level. Thus, by studying the two guards, the 

differences between several parameters of the same technique were calculated and, supported 

by statistics, significant differences were found for some of them, while for others there were 

no differences. Moreover, for each subject there were always other parameters where these 

differences appeared or not, this being a precise indicator for trainers on possible interventions 

to improve these aspects or even more informed choice of combat tactics. We consider that this 
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is also a plus brought by our research, as we have not found it mentioned in the specialized 

literature. 

The evaluation scales that we have drawn up for each analyzed kinematic parameter 

are original and allow a good diagnosis of the technical training (supported, obviously, by the 

current physical training). By applying these scales to several athletes, they can be ranked, and 

using the radar-type graphs in which the points obtained by the athletes are represented, the 

strengths and weaknesses of each can be easily visualized (much more eloquently than from a 

table).   

The manifestation of the interest of practitioners from different sports branches for the 

application of our methodology of analysis and evaluation was expressed by confirmation in a 

questionnaire related to this theme applied by us. Thus, federation presidents, department 

presidents, federal coaches, teachers and club coaches, club presidents and martial arts 

instructors and more responded positively to this survey, some of them already having proposals 

and suggestions for implementing our method. 

At the moment, our evaluation method involves considerable resources, mainly 

addressing the elite level of Romanian sports or those with considerable material possibilities. 

Along the way, as the technology evolves it is assumed that the accessibility of the method will 

increase by decreasing the necessary costs. 

Although the equipment is expensive, it is preferable to choose a variant with the 

highest acquisition rate (certainly this implies an increase in costs) even if it is more difficult to 

equip than the wireless variants (but with a lower acquisition frequency). 

Other hardware improvements are expected in the area of Wi-Fi sensor acquisition rate 

(which is currently 60Hz, compared to 240Hz for wired sensors). An increase in resistance to 

shocks (very large acceleration variations) would also allow dynamic studies to be carried out. 

Once interest has been expressed by a large number of clubs and federations, we want 

to materialize in collaborations that will adapt to the requirements and particularities of each 

style/sport branch. 

We believe we have built the perfect operational framework to be able to develop 

databases for different teams and clubs. We reiterate the idea that these databases can be 

classified and can be used to monitor the evolution of athletes, to direct and individualize 

training and even to choose the right tactics for their current physical and technical potential. 

We have enriched the stage of knowledge by expanding through the study of several 

techniques of striking martial arts, specifically circular punches and direct and circular kicks. 
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Moreover, we analyzed these techniques executed in the form of technical chains, an aspect 

that brings us very close to the competitive reality. 

We have developed a methodology for analyzing kicking techniques in martial arts by 

adding new aspects of kicking in addition to knee extension, maximum height or leg speed by 

also looking at the pivot angle of the supporting leg or the duration of a straight or circular kick. 

The originality of the scientific approach was also expressed through the way of 

selecting the subjects, they come from different styles of martial arts, all of them have an 

impressive track record. 

Based on the developed methodology and our indications, with the help of a computer 

scientist we managed to develop a software that quickly calculates the kinematic parameters we 

want. Moreover, we have created a support platform for this software, efficient in processing, 

storing and exporting our data. This platform supports the addition of new strikes or new moves, 

only requiring the implementation of new algorithms to detect the start and end of the move. 

Thus, we can say that this platform can be used in the study of many more sports disciplines. 

It is the first time that the existence of such a platform goes beyond the idea stage and 

is realized concretely, being perfectly functional. Thus, people who would like to have access 

to the facilities offered by it, could connect through a secure account, being the only ones who 

could access their own data. 

Statistically supported laterality analysis revealed significant differences between 

several parameters of the same technique, while no differences were found for others. 

Moreover, for each subject there were always other parameters where these differences 

appeared or not, this being a precise indicator for trainers on possible interventions to improve 

these aspects or even more informed choice of combat tactics. We consider that this is also a 

plus brought by our research, as we have not found it mentioned in the specialized literature. 

The evaluation scales that we have drawn up for each analyzed kinematic parameter 

are original and allow a good diagnosis of technical training. Using the radar graphs made on 

the basis of this scale, the strengths and weaknesses of each analyzed athlete can be visualized. 

This type of graphic representation was first used in the analysis of martial arts techniques. 

We asked for and received the opinion of many federation presidents, department 

presidents, federal coaches, club teachers and coaches, club presidents and martial arts 

instructors and more who responded positively to this survey, some of whom already have 

proposals and implementation suggestions. 


